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Dear All

Our new year started with some amazing opportunities, and we would like to

share with you. We won a project as a specialist contractor to build one of the

largest school buildings in Europe: the Mathilde-Anneke School. Meanwhile, we

looked into the role of tiny houses in the building and construction sector.

In 2020 we’ll build a new platform: Renggli Talks, to carry out open, respective,

and inspiring communications about some of our common challenges in the

building and construction industry, environment and climate, technology and

society.

We hope you enjoy reading our newsletter.

March 2020

Sincerely yours,

Martin Joos

Managing Director

Renggli International AG
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New Project

Mathilde-Anneke-School in
Münster
The Mathilde-Anneke-School is one of the largest

timber school buildings in Europe. As the

specialist contractor at this project, Renggli will

be responsible for realizing the main building and

the sports hall in timber construction.

Project: Mathilde-Anneke-School in Münster

City Münster: Mathilde-Anneke-Gesamtschule (in

German)

News

Can « Tiny Houses » answer
the big questions?
The concept of Tiny House has been developed

a long time ago and widely implemented in the

countryside, mostly by people who live in a

simple and idyllic lifestyle. But can we also
explore the possibilities to apply this concept in

the urban areas with the ever-rising housing

shortages? Can Tiny Houses answer the big

questions in the urbanization process? Read our

research and thoughts.

Blog: Can we live smarter by living smaller?
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Event

Renggli Talks: New platform,
new eco-community
Today the building and construction sector faces

a long list of challenges: social, technological,

environmental, etc. To address these issues we

cannot reply on any single player or the

conventional solutions. That’s why we decided to

build up an eco-community based on a new

platform: Renggli Talks, where we can share

diverse perspectives and exchange inspiring

ideas. Our goal is to build an open-minded, well-

connected, and growing eco-community. The

opening event on the theme of “Digitalization &

Art” will be held in March 2020, in the Museum of

Digital Arts in Zurich.

Opening of Renggli Talks: Digitalisation & Art
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